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is put forward to these financial exchanges, regulators conduct
periodic and costly audits to unveil potential misbehaviour [1].
Maleficence in market manipulation can for example take
the form of so-called front-running. Front-running is defined
as the process of exploiting insider information to conduct
privileged trades [2]. An exchange’s operator could for example step in with its own order, before a large trader order, to
draw a financial gain and to ignore the legitimate sequence
in which orders were submitted to the exchange. Alarmingly,
front-running bears close to zero risk for an exchange operator.
Decentralized ledgers such as Bitcoin provide the ability
to transfer digital value without the involvement of a trusted
third party. With the advent of smart contracts, more complicated transaction types quickly emerged. One particularly
interesting application is the atomic execution of two digital
asset transactions - this means that both transactions execute
or neither do. This functionality is the foundation upon which
a settlement layer for a non-custodial exchange (an exchange
does not hold the trader’s assets to settle a trade) can be built.
A multitude of decentralized exchanges (DEX) have recently emerged [3–5]. The first DEXs implement both, the
order book and trade settlement system on a blockchain smart
contract [4], and are rightfully called decentralized. Given the
low transaction throughput of existing Proof-of-Work (PoW)
blockchains (~10 transactions per second) [6], the operation of
early DEXs is both expensive and slow from a user experience
(users are e.g. required to pay for non-fulfilled orders).
The second generation of DEXs, moves to a more centralized architecture, by operating a trusted trade matching
system, external to the blockchain, while the settlement system
remains on the parent-chain. As such, the settlement layer still
is limited by the blockchain’s transaction throughput, which
might explain why currently only a total of about 15’000
trades/day [5] are performed on DEXs. In comparison, a single
trader on the currently biggest centralized crypto exchange is
able to perform up to 100’000 orders per day [7].
Whether crypto- or custodian exchange, traders have no
choice but to trust the matching system to refrain from
front-running — potentially causing damages in millions of
USD. Moreover, blockchain-based order books leave traders
vulnerable to transaction fee bidding and miner front-running.
Critically, crypto-currency exchanges are to date unregulated
in many jurisdictions, leaving exchanges with little risk for
maleficence while malicious behaviour already is reported [8].
This work: TEX present a trustless exchange, which to
the best of our knowledge, is the first to prevent an exchange

Abstract
Financial exchanges are typically built out of two trusted
components: a trade matching and a trade settlement system.
With the advent of decentralized ledgers, that perform transactions without a trusted intermediary, so called decentralized
exchanges (DEX) emerged. Some DEXs propose to off-load
trade order matching to a centralized system outside the
blockchain to scale, but settle each trade trustlessly as an
expensive on-chain transaction. While DEX are non-custodial,
their order books remains trusted, a malicious exchange operator or miner could front-run trades — i.e. alter trade order
execution for financial gain. The scalability limitations of the
settlement layer (e.g. Proof of Work (PoW) blockchains) moreover hinders the practical growth of such DEX architectures.
We propose TEX, a front-running resilient, non-custodial
centralized exchange. Our matching system enforces the trade
order sequence provided by traders, i.e. is resilient against
trade sequence alteration by the exchange operator. As such the
matching system can operate in conjunction with a blockchain
based settlement layer (as proposed in the following), or make
custodian exchanges provably accountable for their matching
process. Our layer-two settlement system executes a trade
without holding the assets, and allows to reach similar scales
as traditional exchanges (trading volume in USD, number
of trades/second), despite a slow underlying ledger. TEX
might become a point of availability-failure, but we show
how the settlement system’s security properties would not
compromise the trader’s assets, even if the centralized operator
is compromised and/or colludes with all other traders. We
provide an evaluation on a PoW blockchain.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Financial exchanges, such as the New York Stock Exchange,
are considered to be fundamentally important to the worldwide
economy and trade. Those exchanges are commonly built out
of two core components, (i) a trade matching system, which
brings together supply and demand for different assets, and
(ii) a trade settlement system which executes matching trades.
A trade matching system is typically designed as a centralized component (e.g. an order book) operated by a trusted
third party (TTP), which receives trader orders and upon a
match, forwards these to the trade settlement system. Similarly,
a settlement system is typically a centralized custodian, i.e.
traded assets are temporarily held by banks, brokers and
specialist custodians which are trusted to hold and exchange
the assets securely. To counterbalance this inherent trust which
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